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Hi! I’m Caila. I’m a peer writing consultant at the Writing Center, and I’m double majoring in Biology and Anthropology. I’m here to talk about how to write an essay, but in reality, I’m presenting to you several processes for putting out papers that you’re happier with. I'm sure that lots of you have had practice with writing, so hopefully I can offer new ideas for you. 



Take a Breath.

St r ess  m akes  wr it in g  t ou gh !

Writing takes practice

Use your resources! 

The Writing Center is awesome; peer consultants 
are from all walks of life and fields of study. 

The Library has research tutors and other staff 
who want to help you! 

Utilize the CO-WY AMP tutors 

*Remember that the people working at the 
University do so because they enjoy helping 
students succeed. Don’t think you are a burden! 
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Writing is stressful, and stress makes writing harder. Remember that it takes practice. You are at university to develop these skills! If you were good at it, you wouldn’t be here.Writing Center consultants are trained to facilitate the writing process, not necessarily proofread. Provide resources and develop writing skills 



Make a Plan! 

Planning and Organization is key! 

Set deadlines to stay on track

Schedule writing times and stick to it! 

Make a ‘mind map’ or an outline:

● Organization & Structure
● Directs  Research 
● Can be done throughout proces s
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Hold yourself accountable. Make the commitment to practice and get better. Use outlines and mind maps to plan out what you’ll write. Easier to organize before you have 15 pages! Directs your research and helps you understand your thought processesCan be done at any point to retrace your ideas or adjust them



A Mindfulness Mind Map Made By Me! (Hooray, Alliteration!)
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Center: Main Topic (thesis)Three subtopics: BuddhismTherapyStrategiesThis map will provide a thorough, directed review of what mindfulness is all about. If this were a persuasive essay, the subtopics would be your arguments, with each bubble being evidence to support those arguments. This will tell you if you have gaps in your research/knowledge



Start with a few potential questions 
(thes is  s ta tements ). 

Use the Auraria  Library webs ite to find 
phys ical and online sources

Take notes  on sources  with cita tions  
and page numbers , keep them in one 
place

Research! 

Start broad! Narrow your scope 
as you research. 
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Start broad and narrow your scope as you research. Get a sense of what important questions are being asked in that field, or what people are saying about the topic. If you get overwhelmed with all the information, just pick a question or aspect that you think is interesting and delve in. You’ll find out pretty quickly where you want to go from there. Auraria Library has all the databases and books—use them while you can! Taking notes on sources: List citation at the top; write out ideas, quotes, and paraphrases WITH THE PAGE # next to it so that you don’t have to go looking for it when you want to integrate it into your paper. This reduces a ton of stress, makes writing easier, and directs the flow of your paper since they’re writing in a similar format (intro, body, conclusion). Keeps your references organized, directs your writing, and saves a lot of time and confusion.



Drafting and 
Revis in g

You can start at any point in the paper, 
not necessarily at the Introduction. 

Make a ‘skeleton’ draft with topic 
sentences followed by a bulleted list of 
evidence

Outlines and maps help you organize

Reverse outlines to stay on track
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The goal is to get words on the page! Reverse outline: Read your own paper: find the main ideas, topic sentences, list evidence—then compare it to your earlier outlines to see if they match. If they don’t, consider why. Now you can organize the outline and then plan on how to organize the paper. 



Writer’s Block? 

Love “ t h e  cr ap p y fir s t  d r a ft ”

Lower your standards! 

Free write, then refine! 

Talk about it with a colleague

Go to your professor’s office hours

Visit the writing center 
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Crappy first draft is your best friend! Get words on paper. Lower your standards, turn off spell checker and just free write. Then refine. Talking about it with a colleague will help you clarify your thoughts and maybe teach them something new! Then you’ll know you truly understand. Consultants at the writing center have specific training in facilitating the writing process--don't feel like your scientific writing is inaccessible to them. Not only will they become more familiar with writing in the STEM field, but you will get better at explaining your ideas to people not in your field, which is extra beneficial! 



Scholarship 
Sp ecific 
St r a t egies

Highlight your skills, experiences, and 
what motivates you toward your goal.  

You Belong Here! 

*Other students are thinking the same 
thing you are, which means there is 
always leftover money at the end of 
the year because students do not 
apply. 
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Your story, your passions, and your ideas for the future are what's on display here. It's easy to get caught up in making your scholarship essay a super memorable story, but flowery language detracts from your narrative--be realistic and don't embellish.You would not be here if you didn't do the work necessary to arrive. Believe in yourself! 



Remember you can start anywhere

Crappy firs t draft! Mapping!

Ask for help right away

Take a  walk

Don't give up

Writing is  not easy for *anyone*

When you're 
feeling 
overwhelmed



Write to Find Your Voice
Being able to communicate your ideas clearly will help you in your personal, 

professional, and academic life forever. 
Start practicing now! 
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It does not matter what field you’re interested in, you’re going to need to write at some point. Writing has many different purposes, from therapeutic writing to resume and cover letter writing--even a well written facebook post will benefit from writing practice!
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